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We've all made a mess.And that means we all have a message.This is the book that shows

you how to take the former and make it into the latter.FROM THE NY TIMES BESTSELLING

AUTHORWhen Anna David got sober and sold a book about her recovery to the biggest

publisher in the world, she thought she'd made it. She was wrong.Still, after years of struggle

and self-discovery, she ended up thriving personally and professionally. Now she's sharing

what she's learned-and showing others how to do the same.In this page-turning and useful

memoir-meets-manual, David reveals her personal lows (doing cocaine by herself while

contemplating suicide), her career lows (a past-his-prime celebrity hurling a phone at her as

she wrote his biography) and how her life today wouldn't be possible without those

experiences.The last quarter of the book is a practical guide so that readers can make their

own mess into a message-and memoir.In this completely comprehensive "biz-oir" packed with

proven and authentic tools and techniques, memoirists-in-the-making will travel with David on

her journey from struggling addict to New York Times bestselling writer/entrepreneur and also

learn:-How to determine a memoir message and "why"-How to select scenes-The advantages

and disadvantages of traditional and self-publishing-How to come up with a title, rewrite a book

and hire editors-Potential legal concerns and how to avoid them-How to gather blurbs, write

acknowledgments and arrange for a foreword-How to be set up for success on Ebook Tops-

The importance of an Advanced Reader TeamAnd much more.The best time to write a book

was 10 years ago. The second best time is now. To start creating the business tool that will

change your career-and life-click ADD TO CART before the price changes.

+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�"This is the book I wish I had when I was I was writing mine. Through telling her own

turns hilarious and heartbreaking, Anna David brilliantly shows us how confronting our biggest

challenges can lead us to our purpose and passion. Full of the practical guidance essential to

writing and publishing a successful book, this is a must-read for anyone who wants to share

their message with the world." - Lisa Smith, award-winning author of Girl Walks Out of a

Bar+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�"Anna is one of the most articulate, entertaining and powerful messengers I kno

Polish, Founder, Genius Network+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�"Anna could literally read the phone book and

mesmerized. I love that she's not only sharing her own memoir but teaching her readers how to

do their own." - Corrine Casanova, Acquisitions and Developmental Book Editor, Hazelden

Publishing +Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�"This combination of an authentic memoir and expert how-to for writing

memoir and successfully publishing it and selling it is not only useful but also a worthwhile

read. It comes highly recommended." - Readers Favorite+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ�+Pþ� "Anna David deftly injects

a serious subject." - Library JournalFrom the AuthorI wrote this book for a number of reasons.

But here's the most relevant one for you: what I've learned about how a book can build a

business can change your life.It wasn't easy to learn any of this. I spent years publishing books

the traditional way, having to borrow money because the book advances kept me living just

above the poverty level. But by getting out of the traditional publishing game and then

discovering the methods I explain in the last quarter of this book, I was able to go from starving

artist to thriving business owner.The clients who have hired my company Launch Pad have

been able to use these same techniques--and they've had similar results.You can, too.And that

brings me back to my reason for writing this book: the ideas, advice, strategies and

methodology encapsulated here shouldn't only be for our high-end clients or those who've



spent decades in publishing. I want anyone who has the desire to write books and make a

living the tools they need to do that.After reading this book, you might want to contact us to

explore how we can help you transform your mess into a message and then a book that builds

or creates your business. And that would be delightful! But if you read and absorb everything in

here, you may not need to because you may have everything you need.(If you want to skip my

personal story and get right to the instruction, I won't be offended...in fact, I'll never know! Just

go straight to Chapter 11. But I promise you'll get more out of this if you follow an example first.

Plus the fact that I share my messy life may well convince you that you should share yours,

too.)From the Inside FlapThe 5-Step Process for Making Your Mess Your Memoir1) Determine

Your Message. Ask yourself: What is the most valuable lesson I have to share?2) Determine

Your Why. Ask yourself: Do I want to just help people, build a business, launch a speaking

career, get more clients, all of the above or something else?3) Select the Right Scenes. For

each chapter/time period, ask yourself: What are the 3-7 incidents that really shaped me?5)

Understand That It's About You But It's Not About You. Ask yourself: Who are my ideal

readers? How can I find them? The 19 Steps to Publishing Your BookFrom the Back CoverThe

11 Best Ways to Make Your Launch Successful1) Organize your book around a topic people

are already talking about2) Contact media that has supported similar books3) Schedule live

events by reaching out to organizers, tel-ling them you'll be in the area (whether you will be or

not) and then, when they accept you, piggy back other events around it4) Avoid traditional

publishing5) Save some money so you can spend it on your launch6) Find the news hook in

your story7) Build relation¬ships with people who can ultimately support you--influencers, other

authors and the like8) Create a course that you promote in your book9) Encourage your

readers to write good reviews10) Find a unique sponsor11) Make your cover amazing6 Steps

to Making Your Memoir Your Business:1) Figure out where your ideal clients are--and go

there2) Study other businesses as if you're in business school3) Be indefatigable when it

comes to marketing4) Learn to manage people and consistently analyze the way you work5)

Be tireless when it comes to sharing your message6) Become willing to do what you don't want

to9 Opportunities to Pursue as an Author:1) Go after spokesperson jobs2) Get speaking gigs3)

Start a coaching program4) Create a certification program5) Offer a membership group6)

Throw events7) Launch a mastermind8) Sell physical products9) Create a podcastAbout the

AuthorAnna David transforms entrepreneurial thought leaders into bestselling authors so they

can attract higher-quality clients, become go-to media sources, land speaking gigs and grow

into being the leaders in their field. A New York Times bestselling author of eight books, David

has written for The New York Times, Time and The LA Times, as well as many publications

without the word "Time" in their title. She has appeared repeatedly on The Today Show, Good

Morning America, The Talk and The CBS Morning Show, among others, been written about in

publications like Forbes, Entrepreneur and Women's Health and been a featured speaker at

three different TEDx events. Her company, Launch Pad Publishing, offers writing and

publishing services, coaching, courses, a membership group, a podcast and a reading

series. Over a decade ago, The New York Post declared that she invented the subgenre "chick

lit with a message" and she's still trying to decide if she should be offended by thatRead more
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Copyright © 2020 All rights reserved. No part of this publication can be reproduced or

transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, without permission in

writing from the author or publisher.978-1-951407-22-3 (paperback)This work is non-fiction

and, as such, reflects the author’s memory of her experiences. Many of the names and

identifying characteristics of the individuals featured in this book have been changed to protect

their privacy and certain individuals are composites. Dialogue and events have been recreated;

in some cases, conversations have been edited to convey their substance rather than written

exactly as they occurred.For anyone who’s made a mess and has a messageAccess the links

in this book by scanning the below QR code.Table of ContentsAuthor’s

NoteForewordIntroductionPART 1 – THE MESSChapter 1 – Yes, I Am an AuthorChapter 2 –

My New PersonalityChapter 3 – You-Know-WhoChapter 4 – Person-to-Person Call for

Professor NewtonChapter 5 – The Baby DragonChapter 6 – The Dating ExpertChapter 7 – If

You Can Make It ThereChapter 8 – La La LandChapter 9 – The Prisoner and the

PlagiaristChapter 10 – Launching Into a New LifePART 2 – THE MESSAGEChapter 11 –

Making Your Mess Into Your MemoirChapter 12 – Once You’ve Finished WritingChapter 13 –

Always Remember That You’re The MessengerChapter 14 – The Best Ways to Make Your

Book SuccessfulConclusion – Making Your Message Your BusinessAcknowledgmentsAuthor’s

NoteI wrote this book for a number of reasons. But here’s the most relevant one for you: what

I’ve learned about how a book can build a business can change your life.It wasn’t easy to learn

any of this. I spent years publishing books the traditional way, having to borrow money because

the book advances kept me living just above the poverty level. But by getting out of the

traditional publishing game and then discovering the methods I explain in the last quarter of

this book, I was able to go from starving artist to thriving business owner.The clients who have

hired my company Launch Pad have been able to use these same techniques—and they’ve

had similar results.You can, too.And that brings me back to my reason for writing this book: the

ideas, advice, strategies and methodology encapsulated here shouldn’t only be for our high-

end clients or those who’ve spent decades in publishing. I want anyone who has the desire to

write books and make a living the tools they need to do that.After reading this book, you might

want to contact us to explore how we can help you transform your mess into a message and

then a book that builds or creates your business. And that would be delightful! But if you read

and absorb everything in here, you may not need to because you may have everything you

need.(If you want to skip my personal story and get right to the instruction, I won’t be

offended…in fact, I’ll never know! Just go straight to Chapter 11. But I promise you’ll get more

out of this if you follow an example first. Plus the fact that I share my messy life may well

convince you that you should share yours, too.)ForewordI’m used to being the behind-the-

scenes guy.For years, I’ve negotiated tens of millions of dollars in marketing deals for clients

like Magic Johnson, Hulk Hogan, Dennis Rodman, Chevy Chase and many other iconic

celebrities, traveling around the world and always making sure their messages were heard.But

something happened to me. Something that made me want to go from behind-the-scenes to

center stage.I almost died.I’m not being dramatic. My addiction to opiates was so severe that I

was regularly overdosing even while holding together a successful career.Then, against all

odds, I got sober. I found recovery. And in finding recovery, I found myself.As the years passed,

a little voice inside of me would say, “You could help more people than you can possibly

imagine if you go public with your story.” Finally, when I was 10 years sober, the voice had

become an internal scream. I knew I was ready to share my story. I knew I wanted to become a



leader in the addiction recovery movement. And I knew the person who could help get me

there: Anna David.Anna isn’t just a woman who, in recovery, has become a New York Times

bestselling author of multiple books. She’s someone uniquely qualified to understand the role a

mess can play in a message. She knows that we all have struggles and that the best way to

overcome them is to share them so we can help other people.When Anna published my book, I

was hoping it would trickle out and help a few people. What happened instead was a Russian

River-like torrent of attention. I went from Cuomo Prime Time to Tucker Carlson Tonight,

landing on the world’s biggest podcasts, shows, sites and papers. I was offered multiple

spokesperson opportunities and close to a dozen speaking engagements the week the book

was released.While I’d had an inkling that a book could help me spread my message, I had no

idea just how much. Overnight, I went from being a guy who’d overcome a drug problem to

someone being flown across the world to help other people. And even more surprisingly, the

book changed the game of my core business.I wasn’t just Darren Prince, sports and celebrity

agent. I was Darren Prince, opiate addict turned recovery advocate. In every business

interaction, I was a friend simply because I’d put my story down in a book. I wasn’t a “suit”

anymore.In Make Your Mess Your Memoir, Anna eloquently and humorously tells her own story

—the way she was able to go from struggling addict to successful businesswoman. Then,

through a series of instructional chapters, she shows how anyone can take those incidents that

have caused them the most shame or taught them the greatest lessons and make that into a

message. She even shares ideas for how to use that message to build up a business.There’s

no better guidebook that exists when it comes to showing people how to make their tests into

their testimony —and then use that as a business tool. And there’s no better guide than Anna.

Let her teach you what I’m so grateful she taught me.—Darren Prince, #1 international

bestselling author of Aiming High: How a Prominent Sports Agent Hit Bottom at the

TopIntroductionBeing stuck in an elevator sucks.Of course, that’s obvious. If we’re in an

elevator, we’re on our way somewhere. And even if that somewhere is home, we have a

schedule we’re trying to keep and being stuck is stopping us from keeping it.But there’s

something worse going on in that elevator, and it’s not just the fat, sweaty guy next to us or the

crying baby in that woman’s arms. It’s that I’m-not-here-and-I’m-not-there feeling, that no man’s

land sensation of being done with where we were, but not quite where we want to be yet.

That’s then combined with the back-of-the-mind thought… What if I’m here forever?We may

not be conscious of it, but that comforting tug when the elevator kicks back into gear and we

know we’re not stuck anymore is as much a relief that we’re getting away from the sweaty guy

as it is a relief that we won’t forever be, like John Cusack in Being John Malkovich, stuck

between the seventh and eighth floors.Don’t believe me? Think about your biggest struggle,

the one you maybe want to write a book about.My guess is that it had three stages—denial,

awareness and solution. And it was the middle one—the stuck-in-the-elevator phase—that

really sucked.Denial, frankly, isn’t so bad. There’s a reason “ignorance is bliss” is a cliché. But

awareness? Oh, what a rude awakening —especially when you realize you are the problem…

that you are doing something that is hurting you or others and yet you are somehow powerless

to stop. This is when the elevator is indeed stuck between the seventh and eighth floors. The

awareness stage can literally kill you.Changing who we are and how we behave is incredibly

painful but behaving in self-destructive ways is also incredibly painful. It’s only when the pain of

changing who we are and how we behave outweighs the pain of our self-destructive ways that

we’ll even consider getting out of our own way.And that’s where the solution comes—not

always easily, usually not quickly. But it does.Of course, you already know this. You know this

because you made it to the other side.And now you want to help reach those people who are



sandwiched between the seventh and eighth floors. You want to be that emergency call button.

You want to be a part of the relief people feel when the elevator kicks back into gear and they

know they’re not stuck anymore.With this book, I’m going to show you how I did that—and how

you can, too.Because here’s the deal: 20 years ago, I was a struggling writer who surrounded

herself with only cats and cocaine. I couldn’t make a living. I thought about killing myself a lot.

Then, against all odds, I got sober. The elevator got un-stuck. And once I got out, I couldn’t be

stopped. I wanted everyone to know what I wished I’d known when I was in stage two—aware

but without a solution. I wanted to clarify the misconceptions I’d had about addiction and

recovery. I wanted people to know how possible it was to live a different way.And so I wrote a

book about it.Years later, after much struggle, I was a New York Times bestselling author of a

bunch of books about addiction and recovery. I was giving TEDx talks, touring colleges,

appearing on The Today Show, The Talk, The CBS Morning Show and Fox News.But just

because I was sober and out there doesn’t mean I was entirely un-stuck. I spent years trying to

make a living as a traditionally published author and website editor. I spent years accepting the

unacceptable, both personally and professionally.Push forward. Try harder. Make. It. Work. No

matter how you’re treated.It was only when I stopped trying to make my life look the way I

thought it should that I could build a life I loved. And one of the reasons I love it is that it

includes helping other people share their stories.Why does this matter? Because I grew up

feeling un-seen, un-heard and ashamed. And I don’t want anyone else to feel that way. If you

have a story to share, God damn it, I want people to hear and see you share it. I want this not

only so you can relish in your glorious you-ness but also so you can release any shame you

may be holding onto, since sharing is the greatest shame eradicator I know of. So I’m telling

you about my struggles and how they led to my freedom, because I want you to know that this

can be true for you, too.In the first part of the book, I’m going to walk you through my journey—

the early life that set me up to want to escape, the recovery that provided me with some

footing, the struggles that followed as I tried to find my career and personal path and finally,

how I was able to make that mess into my message.In the second part, I’m going to show you

how you can make your own mess into your message. Because it’s a combination of a memoir

and a business book—and because mem-biz would sound, frankly, terrible—I’m creating a new

genre I’m calling biz-oir.Here’s why I’ve done it this way: we’re all being pummeled with

thousands of ideas and thoughts every day. Our attention span is allegedly eight seconds long.

So how do we retain anything? There’s a simple answer: story. It’s how memory experts teach

people to remember.In other words, by sharing my story before telling you the most effective

way I know for you to share yours, I’m hoping you’ll be able to use what I’ve done as a

model.The first part—the memoir section—follows the structure I used for my New York Times

bestselling book; it’s also the one we use for the books we publish at Launch Pad. I delve into

that structure in detail in part two, and I’ve also distilled into a one-page cheat sheet you can

get by going to . In fact, I highly recommend grabbing it now.Are you back? Good. Because

now I’m going to tell you my story.Then I’m going to tell you how you can make your own mess

into your message. And then into your memoir.So let’s get into it.PART 1THE MESSCHAPTER

1Yes, I Am an Author“You wrote a book?” he asked, his eyes boring into mine.I nodded. We

were sitting under the bright studio lights of a TV studio in midtown Manhattan where I seemed

to be blowing the show host’s mind. We were talking about Paris Hilton going to jail or flashing

paparazzi or maybe it was Lindsay Lohan going to jail—I honestly did so many of those

segments back then that they all blended together.During the segment, I mentioned that my

book, Party Girl, was about addiction and recovery and that Paris and Lindsay may be

suffering from substance abuse issues.After the taping, the show host found me in the green



room and asked me if I could come back on the show—not to talk about a celebrity but to

discuss me and my book.I’d been appearing on TV for a few years by then. It had started

accidentally, when a CNN show had needed someone who worked at an entertainment

magazine to discuss a celebrity and I’d been available. I agreed, it went well and that’s when I

found myself appearing regularly on The Today Show, The Talk, The CBS Morning Show and

the like.But I was perfectly clear about my role: Paris Hilton and Lindsay Lohan attracted

viewers. Paris Hilton and Lindsay Lohan would not come on The Today Show, Fox News or

CNN to discuss their party girl antics. But I would. So those shows could cover Hilton or Lohan

without needing to bother with publicists and negotiations and hearing no.I understood that

those shows didn’t care about me.But then suddenly they did.Yes, my book, the one I’d started

on a whim at my friend Melanie’s kitchen table, had gotten one of the biggest news show hosts

in the world to want to devote an episode to me. We scheduled a time for me to come back a

few weeks later and, as promised, we did a segment all about me and my book.That’s when I

truly learned the power of having the word “author” associated with my name.But that wasn’t

the only surprise of the trip. When I got back to my hotel that night, my agent called and told

me that we were in the midst of a bidding war over the Party Girl film rights. A mother-daughter

producing duo wanted to make it into a Lifetime movie, an independent producer wanted to

make it as an indie movie and Melanie Griffith wanted to make it into a mainstream movie with

me as the writer.After that, there was an onslaught of publicity for my book—I discussed it on a

slew of CNN, NBC and CBS shows and it started getting written about in publications like

Cosmo, The New York Daily News and Redbook, among others. This meant that I was

suddenly receiving hundreds of messages from people all over the world who were struggling

with addiction. I had inadvertently walked into a situation where I could help a lot of

people.That was a decade and a half ago. Every year since, I’ve become all the more able to

embrace my mess and crystalize my message. At nearly 20 years of sobriety, more of my

puzzle pieces fit together than they did back then. Who knows, in another 20 years, I may even

have the whole puzzle finished.But for now, all I can do is go back to the beginning to trace

how this whole mess started.CHAPTER 2My New Personality“I like Jane,” my mom said. “She’s

so effervescent.”I nodded. I liked Jane, too. And although, at the age of 12, I didn’t know what

the word effervescent meant, I loved the sound of it. It made me think of bubbles and

excitement.I told Mom that from then on, I wanted to be effervescent, too.***We were on a

cruise to Alaska with my entire family—and when I say entire family, I’m talking grandfather, his

wife, his kids, his kids’ kids (me, my brother, my two cousins), his wife’s kids and their kids. It

was my grandfather’s 80th birthday and he was celebrating by taking us all on this cruise.My

grandfather had a lot of money.Money was an extremely confusing thing to me growing up

because there seemed to be so much conversation about its importance but it never seemed

to make anyone happy.Take my grandfather, for instance: he’d brought all of us on this

extravagant family cruise but in the dining room where we ate breakfast, lunch and dinner over

the course of those two weeks, he sat at a table with my grandmother while the other adults sat

at another table and my brother, cousins and I made up the children’s table.He’d paid for all of

us to come on this cruise, in other words, but he didn’t speak to any of us.That was actually

fine with me because I found my grandfather terrifying. My mom’s dad had died before I was

born so this was the only real, live example I had of a grandfather and he was nothing like the

ones in the Country Time Lemonade commercials.My grandfather didn’t sit on a porch or tell

me I was the apple of his eye. He told me I was stupid. All the time. When he taught me to play

Gin Rummy and I immediately beat him, he turned bright red, started banging on the table and

then pushed all the cards onto the ground.“There’s no way you could beat me!” he raged. “This



is ridiculous!”I was shaking. Why oh why oh why hadn’t I just let him win?Then he seemed to

calm down.“I’m not upset that you beat me,” he clarified. “I’m upset because you didn’t do it

with strategy. You got lucky. And that’s lazy. You shouldn’t be so stupid.”Anyway, that was

Grandpa. His third wife, while not horrible per se, didn’t do anything to stop him from raging

against children or anyone else. I hated going to visit them in Palm Springs but somehow I was

always being sent down there, alone. My brother was much better than me at ducking out of

things.Let’s just say I was thrilled to be at the kid’s table on that trip.***“Oh my God, it was so

good,” Jane said when she found me by the ping pong table one afternoon at the end of the

first week of the cruise. She ran her hands through her curly blond hair dramatically as she sat

down next to me.She had just been to see Sophie’s Choice in the cruise ship movie theater

and was telling me how it had “torn her heart out.” I was listening to her but mostly I was

admiring how confidently she was expressing her sadness. She really seemed to own how

important her feelings were, how much they mattered, how necessary they were to express. I

marveled at this.I asked her to tell me the plot and when she did, I was even more impressed.

This was a deep movie! Jane cared about important things! She was one year older than me

and, in addition to all her other virtues, deeply wise.As we talked, we started hitting the ping

pong ball back and forth. I had gotten pretty good at ping pong during this trip. Never athletic,

I’d successfully avoided sports for most of my life. When, in sixth grade, we started playing

dodgeball every Friday during PE, I’d have my mom write a note saying I was sick and would

have to sit out. Every Friday, I stood against the wall and clutched my stomach, convincingly

playing the part of the sick kid as pubescent boys hurled balls at my friends’ faces.But ping

pong wasn’t pubescent boys hurling balls at my face. Ping pong wasn’t tennis either. My

parents had sent me to tennis camp and I just…sucked. The jury was in: I was not athletic. And

this was a major bummer since it was becoming increasingly clear to me that being athletic

was a crucial aspect of being popular.Popularity was as confusing to me as money.From

kindergarten on, I made friends easily and learned to navigate social situations well. But I was

not athletic. And no matter how good you were socially, it was hard to bounce back from being

picked last for sports teams.Also, apparently I was shy.I learned this accidentally one day,

when I heard my mom describe me as “shy, like her father.” My ears perked up in horror. I was

SHY? I didn’t want to be shy! While I couldn’t control my lack of athletic ability, I could do

something about the shyness.Jane was my Sherpa.During that trip, I learned to effervesce by

osmosis.One day, at “bouillon,” which was a daily meal on this cruise (cruises serve roughly

80,000 meals a day), Jane and I met two boys—Kevin and John. They were also 12 and 13.

She liked John. John liked her. Kevin liked me. And so I, of course, liked Kevin.What this

means, I have no idea. It was all very innocent. I think it just meant we played doubles ping

pong and then I would go off with Kevin and she would go off with John and we would all have

the sort of deep, meaningful conversations 12-year-olds have?No idea.I do remember that

Kevin gave me a very sweet goodbye letter the day the cruise ended, along with some maple

candy that I never ate—either because it felt too meaningful to consume or because maple

candy just doesn’t taste good or both.***The following winter, I stood at the top of a Squaw

Valley ski run.“You can do it,” my dad said.But his tone wasn’t encouraging.His tone said: You

have to do it.Freezing and on the verge of tears, I watched a kid I knew from math class squeal

with joy as he pushed off the mountain and tackled one enormous mogul after another, his skis

slicing into the mountain as he continued to holler with joy.I started to cry.“Oh, come on,” my

dad said.That only made me cry harder.But I understood the situation. I was at the top. At the

bottom, there was warmth and hot chocolate and no scary ice patches that could kill me if my

skis happened to slide against them at the wrong angle.I had to get down.That’s when my dad



started laughing.My family always laughed at me for being so sensitive. I longed to be tough—

or at least to be able to ignore my feelings or push them down the way they seemed to. But it

never worked.The day before, on the drive to Tahoe, I’d started crying because I felt like they

were being mean to me. I felt like that a lot.“Oh, my little actress,” my dad said, referring to me

in the third person, the way he always did when he teased me. He caught my eye in the rear-

view mirror. “She’s so good at crying when she wants something.”This, of course, only made

me cry harder.I wanted them to stop being mean to me. I wanted to be like Jane. Sure, she

cried when she watched Sophie’s Choice but her crying indicated strength; she was together

enough to cry over Meryl Streep’s fictional choices. She didn’t cry out of weakness.As my

crying turned to full blown sobs, I heard the sound.It was a terrible sound—one of the worst I’d

ever known.It was my dad’s cackle.It wasn’t a laugh. It never came out when something was

actually funny. It was a laugh that said, “You are being ridiculous and everyone knows it.”And

then…the second worse sound in the world: my mom laughing. I understood, even then, why

she did it. There was often a strained anxiety in the air—silence or stress—when my dad was

around and my dad’s cackle was a rare respite, a sign that happy times might be coming.My

mom’s laugh wasn’t as cruel as my dad’s. But as I listened to their laughter, I felt like they each

had a hand on either side of my heart and they were twisting it, the way I sometimes twisted a

towel to dry it.That’s when my brother joined in. His laugh seemed to say: it’s nice to see my

parents enjoying each other for once; why not join in?We drove.A light snow fell.They laughed.I

cried.At the top of the mountain, I reminded myself that getting down this slope was actually

easier than being in that car.And so I took a deep breath, shifted my skis the way I’d learned to

do in the Squaw Valley Kids Ski School and pushed forward.And then I fell.I got up, tried again,

fell again.“Don’t cry, don’t cry,” I ordered myself before falling again.And that’s when I fell yet

again. I took off my skis and walked the rest of the way down.My dad was still laughing.***I was

much better on my own two feet. In fact, when it didn’t have to do with sports, I was one of the

most ambitious kids in the world.I looked at The Guinness Book of World Records almost

every day, tracing my hands over the picture of the tallest man (he was standing next to a

street sign that was dwarfed by his presence), the fattest twins (they were on motorcycles and

wore cowboy hats) and the youngest author (she was six and looked very pleased with herself

while leaning back on a white fence).My obsession with world records only grew when Cindy

and Bobby Brady tried to set the world’s teeter totter record on The Brady Bunch. While they

had given up before actually setting the record, that was a moot point as far as I was

concerned; the local paper had come out and taken their photo. And their family was so proud!I

think that was the part that impacted me the most. Setting a record, assuming it wasn’t a

record related to being fat or tall, seemed to embody everything that mattered: it showed that

you were the best, it made everyone support you and it brought you a measure of fame.And

so, one summer day, I asked my mom to drive me to my friend Ramsay’s so we could set the

world record for longest time on a swing set.Ramsay’s house was in Sausalito, next door to a

park that always seemed to be empty. Ramsay was, like Jane, fearless. When I called to tell

her I’d be there in half an hour, wearing the shiny velour jacket we both had and that she

should wear hers too, she agreed and said she’d call the local paper to let them know a record

was going to be set and they should come cover it.
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Emerson Dameron, “Make your own memoir. You’re more interesting than you think. You’re

more creative, you’ve got more to say, and your experiences are a lot more relatable - the more

“normal” you think your life is, the more interesting it may actually be.You don’t need to be a

noun to do a verb. You absolutely don’t need to be a “writer” to write a killer memoir. You don’t

need to be a celebrity, either. Granted, the rich, the famous, and the sexy-sexy will have

advantages in all areas of life and this is no exception. But you can make up for it - and write a

better book than most stars can - if you’re willing to sweat, bleed, and make yourself look bad

in new and beautiful ways.Indie publishing impresario Anna David makes no secret of her

experience in drug and alcohol recovery circles and how it drives her work. She’s big on

honesty, accountability, and having a system. Her how-to book is strong medicine - it’ll kill all

your excuses and rationalizations for why you haven’t written a book of your own.With a mix of

hustle, humor, wisdom, and compassion, it’ll lead you through the challenging but not

mysterious process of memoir-creation. You’ll learn enough about storytelling and structure to

turn a loosely connected set of life experiences into a coherent narrative. You’ll be reminded

and encouraged to trust your gut, take some risks, buck the formula in interesting ways, and

sing the right repertoire for your register.To write a memoir, you have to a) write, b) have some

basic idea of what you’re doing, c) turn fear into fuel, and d) write some more. Anna David can

help. She’ll give you the support you need to be much more bold, interesting, endearing, and

prolific than you thought yourself capable of.”

Beth Robinson, “She Makes it So Easy!. Make Your Mess Your Memoir is a terrific memoir, told

in Anna’s honest, straightforward and funny way. It’s a quick easy read AND it’s full of really

valuable information on writing and publishing from an experienced expert. If you’re thinking

about telling your story, and Anna David clearly thinks you can and should, this is both a great

read about Anna’s personal/business mess-to-memoir story and a well-laid out how-to about

writing and promoting your own memoir. Tons of great info and really simple, almost step-by-

step instructions as well as helpful extras like her ten chapter outline. I’ve been working with

the outline as well as some of Anna’s other tips and Launch Pad resources and it makes



writing a memoir absolutely DOABLE!”

Michael Lopez, “If only "they" would listen to your story.... When I was 19 I dropped out of

college to go to rehab because of a nasty heroin addiction. My short life had been a long slog

through decades intergenerational trauma, and I saw a lot of crazy s***, like my grandmother

selling cocaine out of my mom's attic for Dominican gangsters.But here's the thing...No one

cares.There's a myth that if only the gatekeepers, or the people with leverage in "the industry,"

heard your story, they'd be sold and want to hand you gobs of money to turn it into a

book.While this isn't true, there is hope.In "Make Your Mess Your Memoir," Anna David takes

you through the process of turning the story that's burning up inside of you just waiting to be

told, into a physical book that people devour and tell all their friends about.Using her own

personal story, she gives you as close to a "bestseller roadmap" as you can get.PROS:I

absolutely loved how actionable this book was. In each chapter, there are valuable pieces of

advice that anyone looking to write their own book can take and act on.Even in the portions

where Anna is simply sharing her story, you can take what she did and apply it as you write

and launch your memoir.In Part 1 I particularly liked to see:* How Anna was able to nab

valuable TV & media interviews by "borrowing celebrity" from Lindsay Lohan and Paris Hilton*

Exactly what goes into writing a bestseller for someone else* The legal battle with an

incarcerated criminal which led Anna to bypassing the publishing system to become her own

publisher* How to use a unique kind of "trauma response" therapy to help you write your first

book and then someIn Part 2 it got more tactical, and I loved reading about:* The one thing you

need to include in your book if you want to be invited onto TV shows, and asked to speak at

events like TEDx* The step-by-step blueprint you can use to write your memoir, with each

chapter completely laid out for you* How to publish your book through traditional channels, and

what to do if you're looking to self-publish* The simple way to come up with a catchy title for

your memoir* Every single detail you could possibly need to get your book finished in the least

amount of time (and to make sure it's done professionally)* How to get your book out into the

world once it's done, with launch and PR strategies you can use to get readers interested

across the globe* 2 of the best ways to grow an audience from scratch* Interviews with several

bestselling authors, and what they suggest you do to craft a successful, bestselling

memoirCONS:To be totally honest I didn't dislike much. The book delivered on its promise:

there's enough here for you to begin writing, publishing, and marketing your memoir.I thought

the interviews with other authors at the end of the book was great, but it would have been cool

to see more experts chime in on strategies throughout the writing and publishing process.

Although, I do understand this is the process that works for Anna and her clients, it would have

been great to hear how others work as well (that's not to say there aren't any included, they're

just sparse).I would also have loved a bit more about the writing process itself. The hard work it

takes to sit down and write a book isn't the sexiest, I know, but it would have been great to see

more of "the guts." Many writers are hesitant to talk about the writing process, and I suppose I

understand. What works for them might not work for you. Anna doesn't shy away from it,

though. She gives you a comprehensive breakdown of what to include by chapter, and how to

select the best scenes for those chapters. But as a writer, I would have loved to get more

granular and see how to make each scene stand out (even down to each sentence).That's just

me, though.But if you're ready to get your story out into the world, this book will show you how

to do it, so definitely don't hesitate to buy it.If you're considering the long, lonely journey of

writing a memoir, "Make Your Mess Your Memoir" will serve as a reliable partner throughout

the process.”



KP, “This book bolsters confidence and humiliates me for waiting so long to start writing my

memoir.. If you are considering writing a memoir, I sincerely recommend you to start reading

Making Your Mess Your Memoir before you write a word. If you have already begun and feel

discouraged and lost, as I did, take a breath and study this book slowly and peel back the

layers of your work, you will not be disappointed. I am halfway through my first draft! She is

almost too honest about her own mistakes, her transparency is so refreshing. The only

downside to this book, Anna outlines a simple process that makes me feel foolish for not

starting sooner.”

Susan M., “This book is gold.. This book is gold for anyone who has a message or a healing

journey to share. Anna shares her own personal story in such an unputdownable and heart-

opening way, that you most likely will lose track of time devouring it. Her writing is fresh,

inspiring, often raw and her capacity to spin levity and relatability into some unimaginable

experiences reminds us that anyone can change the trajectory of their lives if they choose and

share it to help and inspire others. She then shares her brilliant memoir writing format, secrets,

and solid insider information about the publishing industry in a way that dispels any mystery

surrounding putting your story into the hands of those who need it.”

Fiona Bell, “Fabulous storytelling, and excellent book business advice!. I absolutely loved Anna

David's book Party Girl and devoured that on a plane to LA! So I couldn't wait to read "Make

your Mess your Memoir". I read the book in the afternoon! The first part of this book is so

action packed and gripping I couldn't wait to hear what happened next. The information of how

a memoir is best laid out was awesome, so helpful and relatable. Anna makes you feel like you

can really do this - she really wants us to tell our story! I am a big fan and it is clear Anna is

really living out her purpose helping other writers. Definitely read this book if you love reading

Memoirs and also want to write your own story. I can hear Anna already cheering you on!”

Darryl Dash, “Combination memoir and how-to. I love the idea behind this book. The first half is

a memoir. The second half shows you how to follow the same method to write your own

memoir.If you want an example of honest writing, and a structure to follow as you write your

own story, I think you'll find this book to be helpful.”

Jeanne Foot, “If you looking to write your story, look no more!. Anna David balances her

brilliance with her self-deprecating humour while sharing her life story making it a teachable

moment for those who have a story bursting to come out. An entertaining must-read for those

who wish to write and don't know where to start. Jeanne Foot, Founder of The Recovery

Concierge”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great story and exceptional direction for the memoirist in the making.

Just the book you need if you want to write a memoir. Excellent advice and suggestions given

to the wannabe memoirist, as well as, Anna David’s own story. I cannot recommend this book

enough.”

The book by Anna David has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 159 people have provided feedback.
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